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DATA SUMMARIES 

project 94-275-0 
(Phase VI) 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Following are the perceived highlights 
from each source. Tasking given was: "When will the multi-ton 
727 Aircraft flight take place (date, time) and where will the 
aircraft land. Background information provided by your agency 
was given to each source. 

- (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source A: 
SG1A 

-- The head of the Cali Cartel 
is orchestrating a large shipment of cocaine transported by 
to Mexico to take place within the first three weeks of February. 
This drug shipment will follow known routes through the San 
Andreas Island to several locations in Mexico. There are search 
lights featured at the designated destination and it will be a 
night time activity. 

-- Important dates for organizing this activity include 
the 7th and 8th of February before Valentines Day. There is a 
large profit to be made from this action filled event. There 
will be a marked increased in drug trafficking by the Cali Cartel 
in April through June of this year. 

- (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source B: 

-- This particular operation will occur between noon 2 
February to early AM 4 February 1995. I am still picking up the 
destination as the large, international airport in Monterrey, 
Mexico. A more western location was originally selected but has 
just recently been changed to that of Monterrey. The operation 
will travel via the SAN ANDREAS ISLAND route. 
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other information applicable to this operation: 

-- Two aircraft are involved. At some point in their 
flights, they fly in tandem. They both arrive and depart within 
minutes of each other. 

-- Comm traffic uses colors, or references to colors as 
codes or indicators. The phonetics ORO LORO or LORO ORO were 
perceived. 

-- The entire airport on San Andreas Island is now 
controlled by outside forces/influence. The militia present are 
impostors. Some higher-ups within this organization are 
considering reactivating procedures to transfer the contraband 
from the jet into large, two and four engine, prop aircraft. 

-- I have sensed the presence of C-130 type aircraft 
nearby. I have also sensed that these are associated with an air 
national guard or something like that. The Mexican military is 
also involved with this illegal operation. I sense that they 
basically control and provide protection to this operation within 
Mexico. 

The airport at Guadalajara is still a potential 
destination for these operatives. However, I am sensing an 
increased presence of some special undercover and highly 
secretive Mexican entity which is causing the hesitation by the 
druggies to use Guadalajara at this time. 

-- This operation is having trouble with storage of the 
contraband. An alternative method of storage and shipping has 
had to be implemented. I sense the use of large wooden crates or 
boxes with reddish cross bracing on the sides and top. The 
crates are a peculiar color of washed out yellowish-white. 

- (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) Source C: 

-- The air event will take the route to the San Andreas 
Island for refueling and then proceed on to Mexico. This 
scheduled event will take place within the next six weeks and 
will be carrying cargo along with illegal drugs in the form of 
cocaine. Parties involved are the drug cartel and other 
individuals who have been known in the past to work for the 
cartel. The aircraft will land in Mexico. This scenario is very 
common to the way business has been conducted in the past. 
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